
Client Challenges:

Robust and complex version control systems and audit trails were necessary to 

manage the localised software 

Software changes could not be executed concurrently due to the lack of 

significant process controls in an ungoverned environment

Inability to protect clients’ Intellectual Property  (IP) due to the lack of an 

appropriate software delivery lifecycle (SDLC)

Increased client implementation costs due to the localised solution requiring on-

site resources

Brickendon Solution: 

Create a Software as a Service (SaaS) environment for the EUC solution by providing on-

demand deployment capabilities

Establish a localised and centralised software deployment model allowing for 

customisable client-focused delivery

Leverage tools to facilitate the rapid deployment of software allowing for dynamic, ad-hoc 

responses to changes for clients and their internal systems/tooling

Client Benefits:

The cloud-based solution provides versioning and deployment control to meet regulatory 

requirements

Faster time-to-market allows for dynamic changes to comply with existing regulations, as 

well as the ability to adapt to future regulations

A multi-instance model creates a cost-effective solution for distribution across numerous 

clients with disparate project lifecycles

The solution enables the client to create additional profitability due to the reduction in the 

manual overheads and regulatory incidents/fines

The End-User Computing (EUC) Scan and Secure solution was 
developed by Brickendon for a global bank to be installed 
onto localised internal machines and used to meet regulatory 
requirements. Brickendon Consulting was engaged by the 
bank to build an EUC solution that was scalable, resilient, and 
in a controlled environment on the cloud.

Case study: EUC Cloud Implementation



Brickendon is an award-winning transformational consultancy specialising in innovative solutions 

for the financial services industry. Our aim is to save our clients time and money by addressing 

their challenges in weeks and not months. The firm is divided into five practices focused on: 

Strategy; Risk & Regulation; Data; Quality & Testing; and Digital. 

Brickendon’s innovative bespoke solutions help save our clients time, 
money and resources. 

Our track record: We have demonstrated a long, proven track record for transforming our 

clients through our innovative bespoke solutions. In 2017 we were nominated as finalists in two 

categories of the inaugural DevOps awards and are a two-time winner of the European Software 

Testing Awards. 

Our innovative approach: No one client is the same, therefore our intelligent, experienced and 

focused consultants use their domain experience to address each challenge in an innovative way, 

using skills from their past and knowledge from Brickendon’s continual learning hub.

Our resources: Our onshore, offshore and nearshore capabilities mean we are well placed to 

cater for all our clients’ needs, making the best possible use of the 10 years-plus domain 

experience of all our consultants.

Our passion: We love what we do and thrive on improving our clients’ profitability, efficiency 

and increasing their competitive edge. We are driven to develop the most innovative solutions 

and take pride in seeing the tangible benefits of a project come to fruition.

Why choose Brickendon? 

Brickendon’s digital practice: Enabling digital transformation

Successful digital transformation is a combination of customer-focused design, technological innovation 
and cultural change. Our highly-skilled consultants are taking their successful delivery offering and 
expanding it into the digital space, addressing the varied challenges businesses face in today’s ever-
changing market. Whether it’s an all-encompassing digital strategy or a piece of software to address a 
particular issue, Brickendon’s digital practice is perfectly placed to help your business thrive.


